The present invention discloses a method for reducing a silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density, which mainly comprises the steps of epitaxially growing a high-low doping concentration composite buffer layer having a plurality of cycles on an SiC substrate, performing interfacial high-temperature hydrogen etching treatment on each single layer of buffer layer, introducing a plurality of interfaces using the interfacial high-temperature treatment and doping induction, and promoting conversion of BPD (Basal plane dislocation) defects to TED (Threading Edge Dislocation) defects using an interfacial image force. The method greatly reduces the BPD defects in an epitaxial layer, and may effectively reduce the BPD defect density in the epitaxial layer. The method is simple and favorable for epitaxial process integration. Meanwhile, complicated pretreatment of the SiC substrate is avoided, and damage to the surface of the substrate is reduced.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a growth method of a silicon carbide epitaxial layer, and more particularly relates to a method for reducing a silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density.

Background Art

[0002] The commercialization of silicon carbide power electronics is mainly limited by structural defects in a silicon carbide epitaxial layer. The structural defects will lead to degradation of silicon carbide device performance and cause problems of a decrease in breakdown voltage, shortening of the minority carrier lifetime, an increase in forward conduction resistance, an increase in the magnitude of leakage and the like. A long-term goal of a silicon carbide research is to eliminate these defects.

[0003] At present, the main problem in the research on the silicon carbide bipolar devices is to reduce the generation of stacking faults from Basal plane dislocation (BPD) in an active region of a device under a forward bias. The stacking fault leads to the degradation over time of the device performance and increases a conduction voltage drop and on-state energy loss. In order to avoid the degradation of the device performance, it is necessary to avoid BPD defects in a substrate from entering an epitaxial layer.

[0004] At present, an internationally commonly used method for reducing BPD defects in the epitaxial layer is to form a BPD etch pit by KOH or KOH-NaOH-MgO co-molten etching on a silicon carbide substrate, then perform epitaxial growth on the etched substrate, and close a BPD defect transfer passageway through a lateral epitaxial growth in order to convert the BPD defect into a TED (Threading Edge Dislocation) defect with the same Burgers vector. The TED defect is relatively less harmful to the device. However, the KOH molten etching or KOH-NaOH-MgO co-molten etching of the silicon carbide substrate severely damages the surface of the silicon carbide substrate, and the process is relatively cumbersome and is not suitable for silicon carbide epitaxial process integration.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] Invention objective: for the above problems, the present invention provides a method for reducing a silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density.

[0006] Technical solution: in order to achieve the objective of the present invention, the technical solution adopted by the present invention is: a method for reducing a silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density, including the following steps:

1. placing a silicon carbide substrate on a graphite susceptor in a reaction chamber of a silicon carbide epitaxial system;
2. replacing gas in the reaction chamber by argon for multiple times, then introducing hydrogen into the reaction chamber, gradually increasing the flow rate of the hydrogen to 60 to 120 L/min, setting a pressure in the reaction chamber to be 80 to 200 mbar, gradually heating the reaction chamber to 1,550 to 1,700°C, maintaining all parameters constant after the temperature reaches a set temperature, and performing in-situ hydrogen etching treatment on the silicon carbide substrate for 5 to 15 min;
3. after the in-situ hydrogen etching treatment is completed, introducing a silicon source and a carbon source at small flow rates into the reaction chamber, controlling the flow rate ratio of the silicon source to the hydrogen to be smaller than 0.03%, and introducing a doping source to grow a buffer layer 1 with a thickness of 0.2 to 0.5 μm and a doping concentration of 2 to 5E18 cm⁻³;
4. turning off a growth source and the doping source, maintaining the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the hydrogen constant, and performing in-situ hydrogen etching treatment on the buffer layer 1 for 2 to 10 min;
5. introducing the silicon source and the carbon source at small flow rates into the reaction chamber, wherein the flow rate of the silicon source is the same as that in the step (3); introducing the doping source to grow a buffer layer 2 with a thickness of 0.2 to 0.5 μm and a doping concentration of 5 to 8E17 cm⁻³;
6. turning off the growth source and the doping source, maintaining the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the hydrogen constant, and performing in-situ hydrogen etching treatment on the buffer layer 2 for 2 to 10 min;
7. repeating the steps (3) to (6) to complete the growth of a composite buffer layer;
8. introducing the growth source and the doping source, changing the flow rates of the growth source and the doping source to set values required by growing an epitaxial structure in a manner of linear ramping, and growing the epitaxial structure according to a conventional process procedure; and
9. after the growth of the epitaxial structure is completed, turning off the growth source and the doping source, reducing the temperature of the reaction chamber to room temperature in a hydrogen atmosphere, then discharging the hydrogen, introducing argon to replace the gas in the reaction chamber for multiple times, increasing the pressure in the reaction chamber to an atmospheric pressure by the argon, and opening the chamber to take out a wafer.

[0007] Beneficial effects: compared with the prior art, the present invention has the advantages that the highly-lightly doped structural composite buffer layer having a
plurality of cycles is epitaxially grown on the SiC substrate, each single layer of buffer layer is subjected to interfacial high-temperature hydrogen etching treatment, a plurality of interfaces are introduced by the interfacial high-temperature treatment and direct doping concentration variation, and conversion of BPD (Basal Plane Dislocation) defects to TED (Threading Edge Dislocation) defects is promoted using an interfacial image force, so that the BPD defects in an epitaxial layer are greatly reduced. The method is simple in process and favorable for epitaxial process integration. Meanwhile, complicated pretreatment of the SiC substrate is avoided, and damage to the surface of the substrate is reduced.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a structural schematic diagram of an epitaxial wafer grown according to the present invention; Fig. 2 is a PL (photoluminescence) imaging BPD (Basal Plane Dislocation) defect analysis result of an SiC epitaxial wafer with one composite buffer layer grown; and Fig. 3 is a PL imaging BPD defect analysis result of an SiC epitaxial wafer with two composite buffer layers grown.

Detailed Description of the Invention

The technical solution of the present invention is further described below in combination of accompanying drawings and examples.

A method for reducing a silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density of the present invention greatly reduces BPD (Basal Plane Dislocation) defects in an epitaxial layer mainly by epitaxially growing a high-low doping concentration composite buffer layer having a plurality of cycles on an SiC substrate, performing interfacial high-temperature hydrogen etching treatment on each single layer of buffer layer, introducing a plurality of interfaces using the interfacial high-temperature treatment and doping induction, and promoting conversion of BPD defects to TED (Threading Edge Dislocation) defects using an interfacial image force. The method is simple in process and favorable for epitaxial process integration. Meanwhile, complicated pretreatment of the SiC substrate is avoided, and damage to the surface of the substrate is reduced. The method specifically includes the following steps that:

1. A silicon carbide substrate is placed on a graphite susceptor in a reaction chamber of an SiC epitaxial system, wherein the graphite susceptor is provided with a tantalum carbide coating layer, and the silicon carbide substrate may use a silicon-plane silicon carbide substrate deflected towards a direction <11-20> at 4 degrees or 8 degrees;

2. Gas in the reaction chamber is replaced by argon for multiple times; then hydrogen is introduced into the reaction chamber; the flow rate of the hydrogen is gradually increased to 60 to 120 L/min; a pressure in the reaction chamber is set to be 80 to 200 mbar; the reaction chamber is gradually heated to 1,550 to 1,700°C; all parameters are maintained constant after the temperature reaches a set temperature, and in-situ hydrogen etching treatment is performed on the silicon carbide substrate for 5 to 15 min;

3. A silicon source and a carbon source at small flow rates are introduced into the reaction chamber, wherein the silicon source may be silane, dichlorosilane, trichlorosilane, tetrachloro silicon, etc., and the carbon source may be methane, ethylene, acetylene, propane, etc.; the flow rate ratio of the silicon source to the hydrogen is controlled to be smaller than 0.03%; the flow rate of the carbon source is adjusted; the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet end is controlled to be 0.9, and an n-type doping source high-purity nitrogen (N2) or a p-type doping source trimethylaluminum (TMA) is introduced, namely 500 sccm of high-purity nitrogen (N2) may be introduced; the growth time is set to be 6 min, and a buffer layer 1 with a thickness of 0.2 to 0.5 μm and a doping concentration of 2 to 5E18 cm-3 is grown;

4. A growth source and the doping source are turned off, the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the H2 are maintained constant, and in-situ hydrogen etching treatment is performed on the buffer layer 1 for 2 to 10 min;

5. The silicon source and the carbon source at small flow rates are introduced into the reaction chamber, wherein the flow rate of the silicon source is the same as that in the step (3); the flow rate of the carbon source is increased; the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet end is controlled to be 1.2, and the n-type doping source high-purity nitrogen (N2) or p-type doping source trimethylaluminum (TMA) is introduced, namely 500 sccm of high-purity nitrogen (N2) may be introduced; the growth time is set to be 6 min, and a buffer layer 2 with a thickness of 0.2 to 0.5 μm and a doping concentration of 5 to 5E18 cm-3 is grown;

6. The growth source and the doping source are turned off, the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the H2 are maintained constant, and in-situ hydrogen etching treatment is performed on the buffer layer 2 for 2 to 10 min;

7. The steps (3) to (6) are repeated to complete the growth of a composite buffer layer, wherein the specific number of times of repetition is determined by a technologist according to an experiment result;

8. The flow rates of the growth source and the doping source are changed in a manner of linear ramping; the SiH4/H2 flow rate ratio is controlled to be 0.1%; the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet end is controlled to be 1.2; hydrogen chloride is introduced, and the Cl/Si
In a hydrogen etching process, a proper amount of process gas such as the hydrogen chloride, the propane, or the silane or the trichlorosilane may be introduced to assist in the hydrogen etching, and the technologist may select and determine the gas according to an actual situation.

The buffer layer 1 and the buffer layer 2 in the step 3 and the step 5 have different doping concentrations, which may be realized by changing the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet end or the flow rate of the doping source. For n-type doping, the doping concentration is in direct proportion to the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet end, and for p-type doping, the doping concentration is in inverse proportion to the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet end. In either n-type doping or p-type doping, the doping concentration is in direct proportion to the flow rate of the doping source.

As shown in Fig. 1, the structure of an epitaxial wafer grown according to the present invention has a plurality of composite buffer layers. Situations of a composite buffer layer with one cycle of highly-lightly doped structure and a composite buffer layer with two cycles of highly-lightly doped structures are described below through two examples.

Example 1

Growth of an SiC epitaxial wafer on the composite buffer layer with one cycle of highly-slightly doped structure includes the following specific steps that:

1. A silicon-plane silicon carbide substrate deflected towards a direction <11-20> at 4 degrees was used and had a substrate BPD defect density of 1,000 cm⁻²; the substrate was placed on a graphite susceptor in a reaction chamber of an SiC epitaxial system, wherein the graphite susceptor was provided with a tantalum carbide coating layer;
2. Gas in the reaction chamber was replaced by argon for multiple times; then hydrogen was introduced into the reaction chamber; the flow rate of the H₂ was gradually increased to 80 L/min; a pressure in the reaction chamber was set to be 100 mbar; the reaction chamber was gradually heated to 1,600°C; the temperature of the reaction chamber was maintained for 10 min after the temperature reaches a growth temperature, and pure hydrogen etching was performed on the substrate;
3. Silane (SiH₄) and propane (C₃H₈) at small flow rates were introduced into the reaction chamber; the SiH₄/H₂ ratio was controlled to be 0.025%; the C/Si ratio was controlled to be 0.9, and 500 sccm of high-purity nitrogen was introduced; the growth time was set to be 6 min, and a buffer layer 1 with a thickness of 0.5 μm and a doping concentration of 2E18 cm⁻³ was grown;
4. A growth source and the doping source were turned off, the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the H₂ were maintained constant, and in-situ hydrogen etching treatment was performed on the buffer layer 1 for 5 min;
5. The silane and the propane were introduced into the reaction chamber, wherein the flow rate of the silane was the same as that in the step (3); the flow rate of the propane was increased; the C/Si ratio was controlled to be 1.2, and 500 sccm of high-purity nitrogen was introduced; the growth time was set to be 6 min, and a buffer layer 2 with a thickness of 0.5 μm and a doping concentration of 5E17 cm⁻³ was grown;
6. The growth source and the doping source were turned off, the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the hydrogen were maintained constant, and in-situ hydrogen etching treatment was performed on the buffer layer 2 for 5 min;
7. The flow rates of the silane, propane and nitrogen were changed in a manner of linear ramping; the SiH₄/H₂ flow rate ratio was controlled to be 0.1%; the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet end was set to be 1.2; hydrogen chloride was introduced, and the Cl/Si ratio at the gas inlet end was set to be 2.5; 10 sccm of nitrogen was introduced; the epitaxial time was set to be 15 min; and
8. The growth source and the doping source were turned off; the temperature of the reaction chamber was reduced to room temperature in a hydrogen atmosphere; argon was introduced to replace the hydrogen in the reaction chamber; the reaction chamber was vacuumized to 0 mbar which was maintained for 5 min; the reaction chamber was filled with the argon to the atmospheric pressure; and the chamber was opened to take out a wafer. The surface of the epitaxial wafer was characterized by a PL (Physical Layer) imaging BPD detection method, and results were as shown in Fig. 2.
Example 2

[0015] Growth of a SiC epitaxial wafer on the composite buffer layer with two cycles of highly-slightly doped structure includes the following specific steps that:

1. a silicon-plane silicon carbide substrate deflected towards a direction <11-20> at 4 degrees was used and had a substrate BPD defect density of 1,000 cm\(^{-2}\); the substrate was placed on a graphite susceptor in a reaction chamber of an SiC epitaxial system, wherein the graphite susceptor was provided with a tantalum carbide coating layer;

2. gas in the reaction chamber was replaced by argon for multiple times; then hydrogen was introduced into the reaction chamber; the flow rate of the H\(_2\) was gradually increased to 80 L/min; a pressure in the reaction chamber was set to be 100 mbar; the reaction chamber was gradually heated to 1,600°C; the temperature of the reaction chamber was maintained for 10 min after the temperature reaches a growth temperature, and pure hydrogen etching was performed on the substrate;

3. silane (SiH\(_4\)) and propane (C\(_3\)H\(_8\)) at small flow rates were introduced into the reaction chamber; the SiH\(_4\)/H\(_2\) ratio was controlled to be 0.025%; the C/Si ratio was controlled to be 0.9, and 500 sccm of high-purity nitrogen was introduced; the growth time was set to be 6 min, and a buffer layer 1 with a thickness of 0.5 \(\mu\)m and a doping concentration of 2E18 cm\(^{-3}\) was grown;

4. a growth source and the doping source were turned off, the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the H\(_2\) were maintained constant, and in-situ hydrogen etching treatment was performed on the buffer layer 1 for 5 min;

5. the silane and the propane were introduced into the reaction chamber, wherein the flow rate of the silane was the same as in the step (3); the flow rate of the propane was increased; the C/Si ratio was controlled to be 1.2, and 500 sccm of high-purity nitrogen was introduced; the growth time was set to be 6 min, and a buffer layer 2 with a thickness of 0.5 \(\mu\)m and a doping concentration of 5E17 cm\(^{-3}\) was grown;

6. the growth source and the doping source were turned off, the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the hydrogen were maintained constant, and in-situ hydrogen etching treatment was performed on the buffer layer 2 for 5 min;

7. the steps 3 to 6 were repeated once;

8. the flow rates of the silane, propane and nitrogen were increased; the SiH\(_4\)/H\(_2\) flow rate ratio was controlled to be 0.1%; the C/Si ratio at the gas inlet end was set to be 1.2; hydrogen chloride was introduced, and the Cl/Si ratio at the gas inlet end was set to be 2.5; 10 sccm of nitrogen was introduced; the epitaxial wafer was grown on the composite buffer layer having one cycle of highly-lightly doped structure has been already reduced to 2.5 cm\(^{-2}\), and the BPD conversion rate is up to 99.75%; the BPD defect density of the epitaxial wafer grown on the composite buffer layer having two cycles of highly-lightly doped structures has been already reduced to 0.5 cm\(^{-2}\), and the BPD conversion rate is up to 99.95%. It can be seen that the BPD defect density in an epitaxial layer may be effectively reduced by combining interfacial high-temperature hydrogen treatment with a doping induction process. Meanwhile, the BPD defect density in the epitaxial layer may be further reduced by adding the repeat cycles of the highly-lightly-doped structures in the composite buffer layer.

Claims

1. A method for reducing a silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density, comprising the following steps:

(1) placing a silicon carbide substrate on a graphite susceptor in a reaction chamber of a silicon carbide epitaxial system;

(2) replacing gas in the reaction chamber by argon for multiple times, then introducing hydrogen into the reaction chamber, gradually increasing the flow rate of the hydrogen to 60 to 120 L/min, setting a pressure in the reaction chamber to be 80 to 200 mbar, gradually heating the reaction chamber to 1,550 to 1,700°C, maintaining all parameters constant after the temperature reaches a set temperature, and performing in-situ hydrogen etching treatment on the silicon carbide substrate for 5 to 15 min;

(3) after the in-situ hydrogen etching treatment is completed, introducing a silicon source and a carbon source at small flow rates into the reaction chamber, controlling the flow rate ratio of the silicon source to the hydrogen to be smaller...
than 0.03%, and introducing a doping source to grow a buffer layer 1 with a thickness of 0.2 to 0.5 μm and a doping concentration of 2 to 5E18 cm⁻³;

(4) turning off a growth source and the doping source, maintaining the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the hydrogen constant, and performing in-situ hydrogen etching treatment on the buffer layer 1 for 2 to 10 min;

(5) introducing the silicon source and the carbon source at small flow rates into the reaction chamber, wherein the flow rate of the silicon source is the same as that in the step (3); introducing the doping source to grow a buffer layer 2 with a thickness of 0.2 to 0.5 μm and a doping concentration of 5 to 8E18 cm⁻³;

(6) turning off the growth source and the doping source, maintaining the pressure in the reaction chamber, the growth temperature and the flow rate of the hydrogen constant, and performing in-situ hydrogen etching treatment on the buffer layer 2 for 2 to 10 min;

(7) repeating the steps (3) to (6) to complete the growth of a composite buffer layer;

(8) introducing the growth source and the doping source, changing the flow rates of the growth source and the doping source to set values required by growing an epitaxial structure in a manner of linear ramping, and growing the epitaxial structure according to a conventional process procedure; and

(9) after the growth of the epitaxial structure is completed, turning off the growth source and the doping source, reducing the temperature of the reaction chamber to room temperature in a hydrogen atmosphere, then discharging the hydrogen, introducing argon to replace the gas in the reaction chamber for multiple times, increasing the pressure in the reaction chamber to an atmospheric pressure by the argon, and opening the chamber to take out a wafer.

2. The method for reducing the silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density according to claim 1, wherein the doping source is an n-type doping source nitrogen or a p-type doping source trimethylaluminum.

3. The method for reducing the silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density according to claim 1, wherein the silicon source is silane, dichloro hydrogen silicon, trichlorosilane or tetrachloro hydrogen silicon, and the carbon source is methane, ethylene, acetylene or propane.

4. The method for reducing the silicon carbide epitaxial basal plane dislocation density according to claim 1,
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